AG Bulletin 14
What you need to know about the reports sent by Mr Tsenoli’s office
The reports originate from a business unit in the Office of the Speaker that was set up in 2010
by resolution of the National Assembly to co-ordinate all interactions between ISDs and
Parliament. This is called the Office on Institutions Supporting Democracy (OISD) or the
―ISD Unit‖.
The ISD Unit is the only recommendation that Parliament has implemented after receiving, in
2007, the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Chapter 9 and Associated Institutions,
which had been chaired by Kader Asmal. The Report was 281 pages long and you can
download it easily.1
You can understand why the Report went into limbo and was forgotten: it did not find any
URGENT problems. Also, most of its recommendations and findings could be acted on by
each institution in the context of existing ongoing parliamentary oversight. On the AG, for
example, the Asmal Committee findings on the lack of action on implementing AG
recommendations could be addressed simply by ―publicity‖.
In February 2015, the then Speaker, Baleka Mbete, suddenly decided that that the Fifth
Parliament (2014-2019) ―would take it upon itself to process the Ad hoc Committee Report
in one way or another. This would contribute to strengthened relationships between
Parliament and the ISDs.‖
The documents provide a timeline – not of progress (!) but of indecision and delay.
By September 2018, Mbete said: ―…when we arrived in 2014 we thought we could put the
Asmal report behind us- but it is clear that the issues are complex. Let me also say that South
Africa cannot wait forever- 10 years ago the Ad Hoc Committee was created- we are now
beyond 10 years since the release of the Asmal Report- we have to move but we must accept
the request for more time- this must be a priority for the 6th Parliament.‖
I have read all the documents and do not find them to be of relevance to the Checks and
Balances Project.
The 2007 Ad Hoc Committee Report itself is of interest – particularly the section on the
Auditor-General. The best quote is this:
The Committee notes that the Auditor-General regularly submits reports addressing
recommendations to Parliament. However, the lack of implementation of the
recommendations contained in these reports by affected departments is a cause for
concern. The Committee was made aware that some government departments have
received qualified audits for a number of years. The Committee suggests that the AuditorGeneral should make special reports to Parliament in such circumstances, which should
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result in debates in Parliament. The Committee believes in publicity as a means of
enforcement.

They were wrong on that!
In 2018 a meeting of all the ISDs discussed that: ―There was a flagrant disregard for
recommendations made by the Auditor. The AG‘s mandate needs to be strengthened in the
passage of amendments to the enabling legislation and thorough due diligence on issues of
risk must be addressed by the 6th Parliament.‖
In October 2019, the 6th Parliament‘s Presiding Officers and the heads of the ISD‘s
considered the report of the Task Team set up by the 5th Parliament – and agreed to continue
on with the proposed processes to consider issues, but to do nothing precipitate.
All that Parliament got out of the 2007 Ad Hoc Committee was the OISD office – which
Parliament‘s presiding officers use to try an pull the ISDs ―together‖. So the ISDs now report
both to the relevant Portfolio Committee and to this unconstitutional quarterly meeting
convened by the Speaker. That was never the intention!
The ―index document‖ below – packaged formally as AG Bulletin 14 – outlines the title,
filename and content of each of the extremely boring documents—testimony to repeated
pointless efforts, of which this document itself is the most recent.
Martin Nicol, 09 August 2020, mnicol@web.net 0825549880

Guide to the Documents listed below
The automated index reflects the content of the files received – often the file name does not
map to the actual content. So beware of confusion. [Click on each heading to see the details
and notes]
Contents (in descending date order)
Office on Institutions Supporting Democracy (2019) Report of the Meeting of the
Speaker of the National Assembly with: Heads of Institutions Supporting Democracy,
and Chairpersons of Portfolio Committees. 22 October 2019, Parliament. Compiled
by the Office on Institutions Supporting Democracy, National Assembly.
Forum for Institutions Supporting Democracy (FISD) (2018) Reports of the Task
Team: recommendations on shifting of budgets and establishment of a single Human
Rights Body. Letter directed to the Speaker, dated 12 October 2018. <formatting is
corrupted – content is not all clear>
OISD (2018c) Report of the Meeting of the Presiding Officers of Parliament: Heads of
Institutions Supporting Democracy, Members of the Executive and Chairpersons of
Portfolio Committees, 12 September 2018
OISD (2018b) Overview of Resolutions Adopted by the Presiding Officers and Heads
of Institutions Supporting Democracy (ISDs), for the 5th Term (2014-2018). [7
September 2018]
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OISD (2018a) Report of the Task Team: Workshop Report on Amalgamation and
Delinking of ISD Budgets from Associated Departments, 12 and 13 April 2018.
Compiled by the Office on Institutions Supporting Democracy (OISD)
OISD (2017) Draft Report of the High Level Meeting between Presiding Officers and
Institutions Supporting Democracy (ISDS), 28 March 2017, Parliament
OISD (2016) Schedule of Quarterly Meetings between Presiding Officers and
Chairpersons of Institutions Supporting Democracy (ISDs) for 2017. Letter to Deputy
Speaker from Kaya Zweni: Head OISD, 5 December 2016
OISD (2015) Report: Workshop on Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Review of
Chapter Nine and Associated Institutions, 11 September 2015, Constitutional Court,
Braamfontein
Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Chapter 9 and Associated Institutions
Parliament of the Republic of South Africa (2007). Report of the ad hoc Committee on
the Review of Chapter 9 and Associated Institutions. A report to the National
Assembly of the Parliament of South Africa. 31 July. 281 pages. Available at:
<https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201409/chapter9report0.pdf>
[Accessed 7-Aug-2020]
Parliament (2015) Presiding Officers host a workshop on The Ad Hoc Committee
Report on the Chapter 9 and Associated Institutions. Press Release Friday, 11
September 2015
AG Bulletin 14 introduction 9 August 2020
What you need to know about the reports sent by Mr Tsenoli‘s office
Email from Moira/ Mr Tsenoli

The file names:

Office on Institutions Supporting Democracy (2019) Report of the Meeting of the Speaker of
the National Assembly with: Heads of Institutions Supporting Democracy, and Chairpersons
of Portfolio Committees. 22 October 2019, Parliament. Compiled by the Office on
Institutions Supporting Democracy, National Assembly.
File received: /Users/martinnicol/6241 ReportWorkshopResolutions amalgamationanddelinkapril2018v1.docx
File name is bizarre!
At last, in October 2019 -after 12 years- there is a clear decision – not to amalgamate any
ISDs and not to move their funding to Parliament‘s budget (for now!).
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So the Asmal recommendations have effectively now been set aside – except discussions will
continue and the OISD will convene regular meetings between Parliament and ISD heads to
discuss common issues – such as what the ISDs should do about implementing the
recommendations that affect them from the High Level Panel report!
“…. In the intermediate period, amalgamation will not be considered. However
further research on an appropriate model for South Africa will be pursued.
A Shift of the ISDs’ budget to that of Parliament, would be conditional on Parliament,
first creating the enabling environment, such as the establishment of a Parliamentary
Treasury Advice Office, including sourcing the human and monetary resources
amongst others.”
No issues were raised by the AG for the meeting.
Forum for Institutions Supporting Democracy (FISD) (2018) Reports of the Task Team:
recommendations on shifting of budgets and establishment of a single Human Rights Body.
Letter directed to the Speaker, dated 12 October 2018. <formatting is corrupted – content is
not all clear>
File received: /Users/martinnicol/6241 Report of meeting_12 September 2018 (V3) with
Zweni amendsv5 .docx
Original File: Report of meeting_12 September 2018 (V3) with Zweni amendsv5 (2).docx
The document “Report of meeting_12 September 2018 (V3) with Zweni amendsv5
(2).docx” could not be opened. Moira opened and re-sent it – content disordered

This is the (delayed) Task Team Report to be given to the 6th Parliament, as
agreed in the 12 September 2018 meeting

Establishment of a Single Human Rights Body: The Task Team (i.e. Forum on ISDs - the
Heads of ISDs) recommends that Parliament should determine, through conducting a study
on the efficacy of the affected ISDs and evaluating their impact, the most appropriate model
for addressing the human rights and other related challenges in South Africa. [The Asmal
report 11 years before recommended Parliament set up a Task Team to do this! – where is the
progress?]
Everything goes in circles!
Yes, Parliament should get the budget for all the ISD‘s, but that is an extra R3 plus billion for
Parliament – it needs space to put in the management requirements. (Not at all clear from
everything why this will be better – the ISDs hope for more resources, but are nervous of
losing their baselines. There is no great motivation for this change, which is not aimed at
improving performance but at entrenching ‗independence‘, somehow.
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OISD (2018c) Report of the Meeting of the Presiding Officers of Parliament: Heads of
Institutions Supporting Democracy, Members of the Executive and Chairpersons of Portfolio
Committees, 12 September 2018
File received: /Users/martinnicol/6241 meetingsPOSs,chairs, ISDs 2017.docx
This was attended by all the principals.
Discussion on the amalgamation issue delayed (by a month) to allow ISDs to revise some
report
“the Task Team … supported the Asmal recommendation on the shifting of budgets
of ISDs from linked Departments to Parliaments’ vote”. BUT “Within the current
environment, the risk was too high to shift ISD budgets immediately.”
The Deputy Speaker said that: ―Due to the complexity of amalgamation and shifting of
budgets, and given the limited time available before the term ends, it was envisioned
that the 5th Parliament would make recommendations to the 6th Parliament for further
consideration.”
―Discussion point‖ – completely out of the blue – ―There was a flagrant disregard for
recommendations made by the Auditor. The AG’s mandate needs to be
strengthened in the passage of amendments to the enabling legislation and thorough
due diligence on issues of risk must be addressed by the 6th Parliament.”
YES: ―Prof Plaatjies, noted that there was a view that Parliament and Presiding
Officers should give a firm directive as the conversations are circular. There was a
need for definitive political leadership on the matters discussed.”
Speaker Mbete said: ―…when we arrived in 2014 we thought we could put the Asmal
report behind us- but it is clear that the issues are complex. Let me also say that
South Africa cannot wait forever- 10 years ago the Ad Hoc Committee was createdwe are now beyond 10 years since the release of the Asmal Report- we have to
move but we must accept the request for more time- this must be a priority for the 6th
Parliament.”
OISD (2018b) Overview of Resolutions Adopted by the Presiding Officers and Heads of
Institutions Supporting Democracy (ISDs), for the 5th Term (2014-2018). [7 September
2018]
File received: /Users/martinnicol/6241 7September2018POSReolutions Lynette (002)
(00000003).docx
This outlines all the decisions in all the meetings since 2015 – and analyses which are still
outstanding. Basically, the aim of sorting out the Asmal issues by the end of 2017 went nowhere because the Task Team to do this was only established in November 2017.
From 2 issues (finance and a single HR umbrella body) there are now many issues, with the
finance issue basically agreed on (as it was from the start) and the amalgamation issue still
undecided.
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The OISD appears to have become a promotor of bureaucracy in the face of no leadership
from the Speaker on what should be done. No ‗way forward‘ on the Asmal recommendations
is visible, apart from more meetings.
OISD (2018a) Report of the Task Team: Workshop Report on Amalgamation and Delinking
of ISD Budgets from Associated Departments, 12 and 13 April 2018. Compiled by the Office
on Institutions Supporting Democracy (OISD)
File received: /Users/martinnicol/6241 q ReportWorkshopResolutions2amalgamationanddelinkapril2018v1[1].docx
q included here to avoid duplicating the file name
The Task Team supports the recommendation on the shifting of budgets of ISDs
from Departments to Parliament
- the report considers some of the issues related to this task (which is cumbersome and for
which no urgent or great reasons are given) – nothing relevant to AG ―The unique funding
Model of the AG‖ is mentioned. It is not obvious how the ISDs can be independent if they
have to account for their expenditure to oversight committees.
… ISDs should restate their positions on Amalgamation by 14 May 2018
Of the affected ISDs, only the SAHRC is in favour of full amalgamation (supported by all the
unaffected ISDs!). The task team will decide as Parliament has no view.

OISD (2017) Draft Report of the High Level Meeting between Presiding Officers and
Institutions Supporting Democracy (ISDS), 28 March 2017, Parliament
File received: /Users/martinnicol/6241 28March2017POsandISDS(1june) final.docx
It was decided that ―Relevant recommendations in the Asmal Report to be finalised by
end 2017”.
The meeting made decisions based on the Asmal Report itself (Task Team)– not on the
outcomes of the 2015 Workshop! “The Asmal report should be at the centre and we must get
done with it this year”, Speaker Baleka Mbete.
Meeting discussed all sorts of ancillary issues on Parliament and the ISD‘s – nothing relevant
on AG.
OISD (2016) Schedule of Quarterly Meetings between Presiding Officers and Chairpersons
of Institutions Supporting Democracy (ISDs) for 2017. Letter to Deputy Speaker from Kaya
Zweni: Head OISD, 5 December 2016
File received: /Users/martinnicol/6241 REPORT 22october2019Meeting of the Speaker with
Institutions Supporting Democracy V2 12 november 2019.docx
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[The file name of the document received does not reflect the dates of the content!]
“the OISD is to facilitate quarterly meetings between Presiding Officers and
Chairpersons of ISD’s and related Portfolio Committees for the purposes of
strengthening accountability, to discuss issues of mutual concern and to determine
our collective responsibilities”
The document gives proposed dates and agenda items for 2017 – which focus on the single
human rights institution and funding issues – none of this is relevant for the AG
[There was a meeting on 15 November 2015 which resoved on ―An interrogation of how
the ISDs challenge private power, which typically moves along racial and gender
lines.” This was still outstanding at the end of 2018.]

OISD (2015) Report: Workshop on Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Review of
Chapter Nine and Associated Institutions, 11 September 2015, Constitutional Court,
Braamfontein
File received: /Users/martinnicol/6241 Final Report of the 11_09_2015 Workshop on Kader
Asmal Report.compressed.pdf
File converted: /Users/martinnicol/6241 Final Report of the 11_09_2015 Workshop on Kader
Asmal Report_compressed.docx
A business unit to co-ordinate all interactions between ISDs and Parliament was established
in 2010 and is called the Office on Institutions Supporting Democracy (OISD).
The workshop focused on the following five major themes from the Ad hoc Committee
Report:
Financial matters and budget allocation [The ISD‘s face different ways of getting
funding. Most get funding through a department, which appears to limit their
constitutional independence. They should all get any funding they need directly
from Parliament.]
Appointment procedures [Appointment procedures vary and sometimes the entire board
disappears when its term ends. There needs to be a better appointment system –
with lots of public participation – and ‗staggered‘ terms for board members to
allow continuity.]
Relationship between the Institutions and Parliament [ There needs to be a business unit
to co-ordinate all interactions between ISDs and Parliament – done in 2010 – and
ISD reports must be fully considered by committees. There is a problem that the
ISDs are independent but also are responsible to Parliament – legislation needs to
sort out this contradiction.]
Institutional governance and accessibility [Legislation is needed to provide uniform ways
of setting remuneration in ISD‘s and dealing with conflicts of interest.]
A single human rights body [Fragmentation and mandate overlaps within ISDs hamper
human rights. The ―central recommendation‖ of the Report is to form an umbrella
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human rights body (for the Gender and Human Rights Commissions, PanSALB,
the CRL Rights Commission and the then National Youth Commission which has
since been converted to the National Youth Development Agency, NYDA, with a
different mandate) A Task Team must be set up to do this].
•

The workshop was told that ―the four Institutions agree that presently the
establishment of a single human rights body is not advisable‖. [Things had
changed over the 8 years delay, the ISDs should just all be given more money and
scope to co-operate…. A number of recommendations in the Ad hoc Committee
Report had already been acted upon].

The outcome was to continue discussions after the Speakers office had produced an account
of which findings had been attended to since 2008 and which recommendations had been
addressed. There was no actual way forward agreed on.

Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Chapter 9 and Associated Institutions
Parliament of the Republic of South Africa (2007). Report of the ad hoc Committee on the
Review of Chapter 9 and Associated Institutions. A report to the National Assembly of the
Parliament of South Africa. 31 July. 281 pages. Available at: <
https://www.parliament.gov.za/storage/app/media/oversight-reports/chapter_9_report.pdf> or
<https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201409/chapter9report0.pdf>
[Accessed 7-Aug-2020]
Saved: /Users/martinnicol/6241 chapter9 institutions report.pdf AND .docx….but AG section
is saved separately at: MacBook Pro /Users/martinnicol/6241 Chapter 5- The AuditorGeneral—Extract .docx
The Committee notes that the Auditor-General regularly submits reports addressing
recommendations to Parliament. However, the lack of implementation of the
recommendations contained in these reports by affected departments is a cause for
concern. The Committee was made aware that some government departments have
received qualified audits for a number of years. The Committee suggests that the AuditorGeneral should make special reports to Parliament in such circumstances, which should
result in debates in Parliament. The Committee believes in publicity as a means of
enforcement.

You can see why this report fell into limbo – it finds the Ch9 institutions by and large, to be
OK and does not signal any URGENT changes. The recommendations and findings could be
acted on by each institution under ongoing parliamentary oversight. On the AG, for example,
the findings on the lack of action on implementing recommendations can be addressed simply
by publicity. The central recommendation is to group several institutions under an umbrella
human rights body (ie the Gender and Human Rights Commissions, PanSALB, the CRL
Rights Commission and the then National Youth Commission which has since been
converted to the National Youth Development Agency, NYDA, with a different mandate).
―The Committee therefore proposes a cohesive, strong and comprehensive umbrella human
rights body. The National Assembly and the Executive should give priority to this central
recommendation.‖
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A business unit to co-ordinate all interactions between ISDs and Parliament was established
in 2010 and is called the Office on Institutions Supporting Democracy (OISD).
Parliament (2015) Presiding Officers host a workshop on The Ad Hoc Committee Report on
the Chapter 9 and Associated Institutions. Press Release Friday, 11 September 2015
Parliament, Friday, 11 September 2015 - The Presiding Officers are today holding a
workshop on the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Review of the Chapter 9 and
Associated Institutions. The program includes presentations by some Institutions Supporting
Constitutional Democracy (ISDs) and the associated departments.
The workshop will have invited guests, including Professor Kathy Govender [sic] and Justice
Navi Pillay who will bring in the perspective of comparative human rights related models and
proposed standardised appointment procedures for ISDs.
In 2006, the National Assembly (NA) agreed to the establishment of an Ad Hoc Committee
on the Review of State ISDs and the Public Service Commission.
The Ad Hoc Committee in accordance with its terms of reference conducted a review of the
Chapter 9 Institutions, among them the Public Protector; the Human Rights Commission; the
Commission for the Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Cultural, Religious and
Linguistic Communities; the Commission for Gender Equality; the Auditor-General and the
Electoral Commission; as well as the Public Service Commission.
The Ad Hoc Committee submitted its report to the NA in 2007. The NA considered the
Report at the end of 2008 and resolved to adopt only one of the recommendations at the time,
namely to establish a Unit on Constitutional Institutions and Statutory Bodies within
Parliament. An office on ISDs was subsequently established within the Office of the Speaker.
The rest of the report was placed in abeyance for consideration at a later stage.
In the meeting that took place on 27 February 2015 between the Heads of the ISDs and the
Presiding Officers, it was agreed that the 5th Parliament would finalise the processing of the
Ad Hoc Committee's Report.
The workshop will be concluded with a summary of proposed recommendations .
ISSUED BY THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMUNICATION SERVICES

Email from Moira/ Mr Tsenoli
From: Moira Levy <production@ifaaza.org>
Date: Thursday, 06 August 2020 at 16:34
To: Martin Nicol <mnicol@web.net>, IFAA Forum <studentandyouth@ifaaza.org>
Subject: Fwd: Reports of ISD Engagements with the Presiding Officers
Dear C&B team
Some useful reports from Tsenoli's office.
---------- Forwarded message ---------
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From: Moira levy <levy.moira@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 06 Aug 2020, 16:29
Subject: Fwd: Reports of ISD Engagements with the Presiding Officers
To: Moira Levy <production@ifaaza.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Phumi Masiza <pmasiza@parliament.gov.za>
Date: Thu, 06 Aug 2020, 15:33
Subject: Reports of ISD Engagements with the Presiding Officers
To: lechesa@icloud.com <lechesa@icloud.com>, Levy <levy.moira@gmail.com>
Cc: Paul Davids <padavids@parliament.gov.za>, Lisle Goliath
<lgoliath@parliament.gov.za>
Good afternoon Moira
This serves to forward you the attached reports from the Office of Mr Zweni.
Warm regards
Phumi

This note and the other Project Bulletins are for internal IFAA use in assembling themes and
perspectives for the planned stakeholder consultation. They are not intended for any other
use.
List of internal AG Project Bulletins
AG Project Bulletin 14.

09 August 2020 [Analysis of documents sent in by the Deputy
Speaker on 06 August 2020]

AG Project Bulletin 13.

07 July 2020 [Interview with Auditor General: Mr Kimi
Makwetu] DRAFT awaiting comments

AG Project Bulletin 12.

26 June 2020 – revised 8 July – finalised 17 July [Checks, in
theory – balances, not really: What the devil do we do?
IFAA brief for a consultative meeting with informed
colleagues – mainly from civil society on 30 July 2020].

AG Project Bulletin 11.

02 June 2020 [Interview with Mr Jan van Schalkwyk, AGSA]

AG Project Bulletin 10.

30 April 2020 [Notes from a conversation with Michael Acres]

AG Project Bulletin 09.

16 April 2020 [Notes from a conversation with Murray Michel]

AG Project Bulletin 08.

07 April 2020. [Parliament is an unlikely champion of the
Auditor General]

AG Project Bulletin 07.

19 March 2020. [MN Reflection on Parliament‘s lack of
effective response to the intimidation of AG staff in Nelson
Mandela Bay in November 2019 and on 18 March 2020 City
Press article by Kimi Makwetu: How SA can rid itself of
wasteful, fruitless, unauthorised and irregular expenditure]
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AG Project Bulletin 06.

29 March 2020 [Interview with Mr Wessel Pretorius, champion
of the independence of Auditors General, 17 March 2020].

AG Project Bulletin 05.

16 March 2020 [Notes from our Interview with Mr Mkhuleko
Hlengwa MP, Chairperson of the Select Committee on Public
Accounts (SCOPA)]

AG Project Bulletin 04.

13 March 2020 [Reflection on AGSA 100 year legacy book]

AG Project Bulletin 03.

10 February 2020 [Reflection on SCOPA‘s efforts to have
former Prasa board members declared delinquent]

AG Project Bulletin 02.

12 November 2019/ [Draft discussion paper - Auditor General
project: Improving governance in South Africa: What checks
and balances are missing?]

AG Project Bulletin 01.

31 October 2019/ [list of the relevant legislation related to the
role of the Auditor General w r t reporting to Parliament;
example of the information on AGSA reports on departments
that is summarised by Parliament for the information of
SCOPA]
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